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ABSTRACT

Linguistic population structure is described in terms of language families.
Geographical distributions of language families respond to climate, latitude,
and economic factors. Characteristic shapes of phylogenetic descent trees for
language families reflect particular types, rates, directionalities, and chronolo-
gies of spread. Languages move in predictable ways in particular geographi-
cal, economic, and social contexts. In this chapter, the linguistic prehistories of
four continents are surveyed with regard to linguistic spreads, linguistic diver-
sity, and language family origins.

INTRODUCTION

Languages enter into descent lineages, areal groupings, and typological
classes. On the map they bunch up densely in some places and spread out
widely in others. Over time they expand or contract in range and move in
space, sometimes to great distances. They are adopted or abandoned by speech
communities. Some give rise to daughter languages, some die out. Some
change rapidly, some slowly. These various processes are favored or con-
strained by geographical and other external circumstances, and identifying
them is useful in tracing linguistic prehistory and human prehistory more gen-
erally.

The most recent period of ferment in linguistic phylogeny, when principles
were reviewed together with actual classification, was midcentury, when
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works by Lamb (1959), Haas (1969), Hoenigswald (1960), and Voegelin &
Voegelin (1964–1966) were produced partly in response to the bloom in field
description of Native American languages. The past two decades have seen re-
markable progress in the description and historical analysis of previously un-
described languages and in computational linguistics and statistical meth-
ods—as well as in archeology and human genetics—and it is time to review
principles, classification, and linguistic prehistory again. Because the main ob-
stacles to interdisciplinary communication appear to be nonlinguists’ lack of
understanding of how languages move and what constitutes a valid genetic
grouping, most attention is given to these issues here.

Basic claims of historical linguistics are not individually referenced here;
recent introductions include Crowley (1992), Hock (1991), Hock & Joseph
(1996), McMahon (1994), Thomason & Kaufman (1988), and Trask (1996).
No general reference work on the world’s languages reflects current scientific
knowledge; Moseley & Asher (1994) probably come closest. Unless otherwise
indicated, all statements about numbers of languages in areas, ranges of lan-
guages, and population densities refer to the linguistic world as it was, or as it
can be reconstructed, as of about 1492.

LINGUISTIC POPULATION STRUCTURE

The day-to-day work of historical-comparative linguistics can be called Neo-
grammarian comparison, after the self-designation of the field’s theoretical
founding school. It comprises the search for cognate vocabulary and regular
sound correspondences within descent groups, reconstruction of ancestral
sounds and words on the basis of that evidence, and the definition of subgroup-
ing relations within the family. Neogrammarian method is called “the com-
parative method” in linguistics, but there is also a broader field of comparative
linguistics whose concerns are not only genealogical.

Phylogenetic Trees and Linguistic Descent

The basic building block of linguistic populations is the descent group or
clade. Neogrammarian comparison describes linguistic clades whose genetic
relatedness is already established. Common descent is shown by shared unique
innovations—features so specific and so unlikely to be diffused that their inde-
pendent innovation is virtually precluded, and languages sharing them can
with near-certainty be assumed to descend from a common ancestor. Genetic
markers, as descent-proving features can be called, can be of three types:

1. An ordered sequence or other patterned set of form-function pairings
whose overall probability of occurrence is about two orders of magnitude less
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than the probability of any one language turning up in a random draw. (There
are some 5000–6000 languages, hence 1/5000 × 0.01 = 0.000002 or two in a
million). A four-consonant sequence or ordered set meets this threshold. The
person prefix paradigm of the Algonquian family of North America, for exam-
ple, consists of first person *ne-, second person *ke-, third person *we-, and in-
definite *me- (Goddard 1975). This small but highly structured paradigm
meets the threshold and is a strong genetic marker. It was recognized by Sapir
(1913) and Haas (1958) as diagnostic of genetic identity between the Algon-
quian family and two languages of coastal California—Yurok and Wiyot (see
Goddard 1975). Another genetic marker is the gender-number suffixes mascu-
line -n, feminine -t, plural (masculine = feminine) -n in certain pronominal
paradigms, which is diagnostic of Afroasiatic genetic reality (Greenberg
1960). For the computation and other examples see Nichols (1995, 1996).

2. Significantly greater than chance frequency of phoneme matchings in se-
mantically identical words from a standard 100-word list. Tests of this type are
offered by Oswalt (1991), Bender (1969), and Ringe (1992); applications of
the latter are Ringe (1995a,b, 1996, 1997). (The mathematics of the signifi-
cance thresholds is under revision for Ringe’s test, but the basic procedure is
valid.) All three use the 100-word basic vocabulary list proposed by Morris
Swadesh; the first two seek greater-than-expected numbers of matching identi-
cal segments, and the third seeks greater-than-expected numbers of correspon-
dences (not necessarily of identity) for which expected thresholds are based on
the actual frequencies of segments in the two wordlists. The test of Nichols
(1995) uses naturalistic ranges of phonological and semantic variation. All
these are binary tests that can show that two languages are related but do not
circumscribe families or identify subfamilies.

3. Although this has not been attempted, in principle a set of features—none
a genetic marker by itself but all of known diachronic stability and relatively
low frequency worldwide, and all demonstrably independent of each
other—could as a set reach the threshold of genetic markers and serve as a di-
agnostic of deep genetic connection.

It is often claimed that demonstrating regular systematic sound correspon-
dences among a set of languages (i.e. among putative cognates) constitutes
demonstration of genetic relatedness. It does not. Systematic correspondences
can be found among any random set of languages. It is not that systematic cor-
respondences can be found within fixed wordlists (such as the Swadesh 100- or
200-word list) from randomly chosen languages. They cannot. Rather, a statis-
tical wild card lurks in the assembling of putative cognate sets by the analyst.
In normal stocks and families, cognates range widely in their semantics. For
example, descendants of PIE *leuk- ‘light, brightness’ listed in Watkins
(1985) include ‘light,’ ‘moon,’ ‘purify,’ ‘meadow,’ ‘shine,’ ‘flame, fire,’
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‘lamp,’ ‘rabies,’ and possibly ‘lynx,’ and these are only the cognates retriev-
able from the English vocabulary. The analyst trying to demonstrate genetic
relatedness generally believes in the relatedness and is therefore motivated to
pursue all plausible semantic connections. This means that the procedure for
seeking cognates is a series of more or less open-ended searches each of which
ends with the first success, and a search rapidly inflates the probability of find-
ing a match (Nichols 1995, 1996). Proving genetic relatedness therefore re-
quires that semantics be fixed or firmly controlled; hence the available heuris-
tic methods seek out that small number of cognates whose meanings are un-
changed and test whether that small number is significantly above the expected
frequency. There are a number of proposed deep “families” that are said to be
based on the comparative method but are actually based on premature Neo-
grammarian comparison and are therefore spurious (or at least unproved).
Space limitations preclude reviewing them here.

All known tests give the occasional false negative when applied to known
families. Greenberg’s gender-number paradigm, for example (see above), is
present in its entirety in three branches of Afroasiatic—Semitic, Chadic, Ber-
ber—but only partly in the others. Ringe’s test fails to detect relatedness of an-
cient Greek to some of its sisters because the test seeks consonant correspon-
dences and Greek has lost several consonants. For both of these families, the
identity and bounds of the families can be established by other means. The
false negatives are the consequence of language change, which has reshaped
paradigms in Afroasiatic and eroded consonants in Greek. Because all lan-
guages constantly change and for any linguistic element there is a nonzero
probability of radical mutation or complete loss, over time genetic markers be-
come fewer in number among related languages, tests yield false negatives
more often, and eventually genetic relatedness cannot be proven. Inherited ele-
ments remain in the languages, but they are statistically indistinguishable from
chance resemblances, and their number also decreases over time.

This fade-out effect provides some salient thresholds in the decay of genetic
markers and dissolution of families. The following are commonly recognized
stages, though terminology varies. The terms used here are those of Lamb
(1959), up to the level he considers to represent established relatedness.

FAMILY This is the standard general term for a proven clade of any age. A
relatively young family has a clear grammatical signature with obvious shar-
ings of cognate morphemes in similar functions, numerous lexical cognates,
and plentiful genetic markers. Families in the age range of 3500–4500 years
include Kartvelian, Dravidian, Athabaskan, and Mayan. Classical Indo-
European as first discovered consists of a 3500–4000-year-old core of San-
skrit, ancient Greek, and Latin. For younger families such as Romance, Ger-
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manic, Slavic, Turkic, Polynesian, Athabaskan, Algonquian, Quechuan—all
around 2000 years in age—relatedness is unmistakable even to the nonlin-
guist, and some mutual intelligibility exists. Families aged closer to 6000
years, such as Uralic, Austronesian, and Semitic or Indo-European as judged
only from modern attestations, exhibit genetic markers and cognate etyma that
are not always evident to the nonspecialist.

STOCK This is a commonly used term for a maximal reconstructable clade,
i.e. the oldest families displaying regular sound correspondences and amena-
ble to Neogrammarian comparative method. A stock usually displays several
genetic markers. The oldest known stocks are about 6000 years old: e.g. Indo-
European, Uralic, and Austronesian.

If a family or a language isolate has no demonstrated kin and does not enter
into any demonstrable stock, then it also constitutes its own stock. For techni-
cal clarity it can be called a stock-level family or stock-level isolate. A stan-
dard reference work using terminology of this sort is Wurm & Hattori (1983).
Any isolate lower group is counted as a stock when taking a census of stocks.
For instance, two or three stocks are indigenous to Western Europe: Indo-
European, Basque (an isolate), and, marginally, Semitic (represented by Mal-
tese).

QUASI-STOCK A quasi-stock is a quasi-genetic or probabilistic grouping of
more than one stock which shares one or more features that are valid or prom-
ising genetic markers but which have few clear cognates and for which system-
atic regular sound correspondences cannot be demonstrated. Hence a quasi-
stock is a probable clade but not a fully describable one and is not amenable to
reconstruction. Linguistic understanding of what constitutes a promising ge-
netic marker is still evolving and changing the received view of what is a
promising quasi-stock.

The type-defining example is probably Niger-Kordofanian, a set of families
and stocks mostly of sub-Saharan Africa including the Bantu family (Bendor-
Samuel 1989, Greenberg 1963), discussed below. The genetic marker of
Niger-Kordofanian is its complex systems of generally prefixal genders (also
called concord classes), in which there are particular prefixes for particular
classes and systematic correspondences between singular and plural concord
classes. The system is shared widely among the daughter branches and is iden-
tifiable as a system even when individual elements are greatly changed or lost.
This kind of gender system is quite specific and quite rare worldwide and thus
useful as a genetic marker. Yet systematic sound correspondences and regular
lexical reconstructability are absent from Niger-Kordofanian, the internal
structure of the genetic tree is still in doubt (cf overview chapters in Bendor-
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Samuel 1989), and whole subgroups lack the gender system. The usual inter-
pretation is that at least the gender-using branches are sisters descendant of a
lineage so ancient that little detectable shared material survives apart from the
distinctive gender system.

An atypically stock-like quasi-stock is Afroasiatic, another African group
established by Greenberg (1963). It consists of the families Chadic and Berber,
the isolate Egyptian, the Semitic stock, a likely isolate Beja, a stock or pair of
stocks Cushitic, and possibly the family Omotic (see e.g. Bender 1989, New-
man 1980). The Afroasiatic quasi-stock has a distinctive grammatical signa-
ture that includes several morphological features at least two of which inde-
pendently suffice statistically to show genetic relatedness beyond any reason-
able doubt (the entire set is listed in Newman 1980; for statistical significance,
see Newman 1980 and Nichols 1996). Hence it is routinely accepted as a ge-
netic grouping, though uncontroversial regular correspondences cannot be
found and a received reconstruction may never be possible [recent serious at-
tempts are Orel & Stolbova (1995) and Ehret (1995); both are controversial].
Its age is quite uncertain, though clearly older than that of classic stocks like
Indo-European because some of the component branches are themselves
stocks of Indo-European-like age. An estimate of 10,000 years is sometimes
cited (e.g. Newman 1980).

Quasi-stocks can also be detected by lexical tests. Among the several cases
of clear significance for known sisters and chance-level correspondences for
random pairs of languages, the pairing of Indo-European and Uralic stands out
as near-significant (Ringe 1997), though there are no genetic markers in the
grammatical structure.

STRUCTURAL POOL This term, which I use ad hoc in this chapter, labels any
group of stocks exhibiting some property or set of properties that is unusual or
infrequent worldwide, though not so unusual or of such low probability as to
be a genetic marker. The click languages of southern Africa have click conso-
nants root-initially in most of their major-class words (nouns, verbs, adjec-
tives) and nowhere else. This defines a structural canon type, not a genetic
grouping (the click languages consist of one small family, two probable iso-
lates, and possibly a third isolate; see below), but it is found nowhere else on
earth. In fact, clicks themselves are found nowhere on earth except in these
click languages and, sporadically and with a different distribution, in a few of
their neighbors from the Bantu family and one Cushitic neighbor. (For clicks,
see Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996.) This distribution is clearly nonrandom
and testifies to some kind of historical interaction or connection among the
click languages, but not to genetic relatedness.
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Another structural pool is the set of stocks hugging the Pacific Rim of the
Americas that exhibit personal pronoun systems with n in first person forms
and/or m in the second person. Personal pronouns are normally inherited and
almost never borrowed, but the n:m system is too small and too fraught with
potential phonosymbolism and inflated probability of occurrence due to allo-
morphy and the cross-linguistic high frequency of nasals to be a good genetic
marker. Dozens of languages and one or two dozen stocks with such systems,
however, are found in the American Pacific Rim, the geographical skewing is
highly significant, and other low-frequency features cluster there as well. Al-
though not a demonstrable clade, the cluster is nonrandom and has some kind
of historical identity (Nichols & Peterson 1996).

There are approximately 300 separate stocks on earth, which further com-
parative work may reduce to as few as 200 quasi-stocks, some of which will
surely prove to be true stocks. The tests described above offer the prospect of
being able to extend the fade-out point regularly to the time depth represented
by the age of Afroasiatic or Indo-Uralic; reducing the world’s stocks to 200
will require reaching such a time depth. (Estimates of these time depths are
usually in the vicinity of 10,000 years.) Given present knowledge of language
change and probability, however, descent and reconstruction will never be
traceable beyond approximately 10,000 years. Methods now being developed
reach back much earlier but do not trace descent. Among other things, this
means that linguistics will never be able to apply phylogenetic analysis to the
question of when language arose and whether all the world’s languages are de-
scended from a single ancestor.

Diversification

The rate at which languages diverge into dialects and then into daughter lan-
guages, and so on, is not constant, nor is the number of dialects or daughter lan-
guages, though whether they are relatively many or few depends on ascertain-
able cultural and historical factors, described below. Rates of change are accel-
erated by contact with other languages: The more profound the influence, the
more rapid the change. There is no generally useful unit in terms of which
grammar change might be measured. Lexical change is commonly measured
by loss of items from a standard 100- or 200-word list of basic glosses. (Loss
occurs when a word either changes meaning or drops out of use entirely.) A
proposed constant rate of loss (for recent textbook summaries, see Crowley
1992; Trask 1996) makes it possible to estimate ages of families. This metric is
called glottochronology. As the rate of vocabulary loss is not absolutely regu-
lar, accuracy is improved by computing retention percentages for larger num-
bers of daughter languages and by adjusting the constant for known areal ef-
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fects or isolation. Embleton (1986, 1991) has proposed a different formula
based on the number of adjacent languages, replacement rate in the basic word
lists of the languages at issue, number of borrowings between the languages,
and a measure of overall similarity between them; this method gives excellent
accuracy for the language families Embleton has tested.

Glottochronology presupposes establishment of genetic relatedness and
enough comparative work to distinguish cognate from noncognate vocabulary.
Hence it is not valid in principle beyond the level of the stock, and even at that
level it is not valid unless prior comparative work has been done.

For well-reconstructed families and under the right combination of circum-
stances, dating by comparison to dated archeological evidence can be quite ac-
curate. The reconstructed Proto-Indo-European lexicon contains a sizable
technical terminology for wheeled transport, terms for the major domesticated
animals including the horse, but no clear terms for metals, all of which points
to a date around 3500 BC (Anthony 1991, 1995; Mallory 1989). This in turn is
consistent with glottochronological dates (Tischler 1973) and with the degree
of differentiation exhibited by the earliest attested languages in the second and
early first millennia BC.

Extinction

There are various causes of language death: the speech community is killed
off, e.g. by genocide or natural disaster; the speech community is scattered; or
the speech community abandons the language and shifts to another, as when
Gauls shifted to Latin or Coptic speakers shifted to Arabic (for language shift,
see Thomason & Kaufman 1988). The result for family trees is pruning, which
may remove individual daughter languages (as when the Celtic branch of Indo-
European lost Cornish through language shift to English) or entire branches
(Indo-European has lost its Anatolian and Tocharian branches and others; the
Afroasiatic quasi-stock has lost the Egyptian/Coptic branch). The death of a
language isolate causes an entire lineage to die out, as has happened in histori-
cal times with Sumerian, Elamite, Etruscan, Iberian, northern Pictish, and no
doubt countless others. Language spreads of all kinds cause extinction of lan-
guages previously in the area, usually through language shift.

Language shift usually involves an intermediate stage of society-wide bi-
lingualism. It is favored when the target language is economically useful or
functions as a vehicle of interethnic communication, or when the shifting com-
munity is accepting of linguistic variation (Hill 1996).

Language extinction by natural disaster and language shift are natural pro-
cesses that have always gone on. Consequently, the branching rates in family
trees drawn for surviving languages are not diversification rates but survival
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rates. Survival rates are less than diversification rates because there is always a
nonzero probability of extinction, and this entails that older genetic groupings
and more ancient nodes in family trees have, on average, fewer initial branches
than younger ones. The only cross-linguistic survey of branching done so far
(Nichols 1990) finds that stocks have, on average, about 1.5 initial branches;
that is, many stocks are stock-level families or stock-level isolates.

Contact and Convergence

Languages whose speech communities are in contact acquire words, sounds,
and even elements of grammatical structure from one another in what is known
as contact-induced change (Thomason & Kaufman 1988). For the most part
this has no impact on family tree structure or determination of descent, but in
the occasional extreme case there is language mixture, in which one language
can be seen as descended from two ancestral languages (examples include
Mitchif, descended from both Cree and French, in southern Canada and the
northern United States).

Languages long in contact can retain their discrete identities but come to re-
semble each other in sound structure, lexicon, and/or grammar. The resultant
structural approximation is called convergence, and—especially when there is
extensive and stable bilingualism or multilingualism—a set of languages
showing convergence is called a linguistic area or Sprachbund. Well-known
examples are the Balkan peninsula, the Caucasus, the Pacific Northwest of
North America, Arnhem Land in Australia, and Mesoamerica (for major case
studies, see Campbell et al 1986, Emeneau 1956, Heath 1978, Masica 1976,
Ross 1996). A linguistic area is a population and even in some sense a speech
community. Population formation through contact is not modeled with trees; it
is sometimes described as requiring a wave model because the diffusion and
adaptation involved in convergence are propagated in geographical space (see
Trask 1996, 183ff).

Structural pools are likely to be dissipated former convergence sets and/or
to contain ancient sisters whose inherited commonalities have faded away be-
yond the threshold of proof. At great time depths, it is impossible to distinguish
between the two.

Within the geographical ranges of languages and even shallow language
families, centers of political and economic importance are normally also cen-
ters of dialect or language prestige and epicenters from which linguistic inno-
vations spread outwards. The spread involves adoption of the innovation and
abandonment of the previous locution by speakers and local speech communi-
ties progressively farther from the center of innovation. Archaisms and archaic
dialects then survive at the periphery of the area. (For these and other princi-
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ples of linguistic geography, see Andersen 1988.) For instance, the spread of
Inca empire from Cuzco also entailed the spread of a Quechuan dialect over a
wider pre-Inca Quechua range. The modern result is a family tree in which one
branch originated in the center of the Quechua range and the original range of
the other extends both north and south (Mannheim 1985, summarizing earlier
work). The same kind of geographical configuration usually accompanies the
formation of a literary standard dialect. The same principle of innovating cen-
ter and archaic periphery accounts for the essential geographical dynamics in
all kinds of language spread and can be applied to the description of relations
between languages, between families, and even between nonsisters or group-
ings of unknown phylogenetic status.

Genetic Density in Linguistics

Whether it is stocks, families, or languages that are counted, linguistic clades
are not evenly distributed across the earth; their density shows highly signifi-
cant skewings (Austerlitz 1980; Nichols 1990, 1992). The ratio of stocks to
millions of square kilometers ranges from one to three for Africa and Eurasia,
10–20 for Australia and Central and South America, and over 100 for New
Guinea (with its 60–80 stocks on less than a million square kilometers). The
universal determinants of these differences are geographical and political-
economical. Densities are higher in coastal regions, at lower latitudes, and in
wetter and less seasonal climates; they are lower in continental interiors, at
high latitudes, and in dryer and seasonal climates. Thus the densities of stocks
or families are low, and the range of each is large, in such places as the central
Eurasian steppe, the Eurasian and American arctic and subarctic, and the arid
interior of Australia; they are high in (moist, tropical, mostly coastal) New
Guinea, higher in California and Oregon than in Washington and British Co-
lumbia, and high in the Amazon basin. Densities are lower in complex socie-
ties, agricultural societies, and especially areas with a long history of empire;
and they are higher in smaller and simpler societies. Hence they are higher in
California than in Mesoamerica, and higher in Mesoamerica and the ancient
Near East (both with young traditions of statehood and empire) than in the
modern Near East or modern Europe. Accordingly, densities are lower where
population density is higher and vice versa. Essentially, linguistic density is
highest in areas where small societies can be more or less autonomous on small
territories (Austerlitz 1980; Mace & Pagel 1995; Nichols 1990, 1992).

These principles apply equally well in areas of earliest human inhabitation
(Africa), continents colonized early (Australia), continents colonized recently
(the Americas), and formerly glaciated areas colonized recently (northern
Europe, North America); to continents with no evident recent colonization
(Australia) and those with evidence of multiple colonization continuing until
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recent millennia (New Guinea, the Americas). Thus, neither time settled nor
number of colonizations has any appreciable effect on genetic density, which
is determined entirely by geography, population density, and economy.

Stock density, especially as viewed over time, is the most visible attribute
distinguishing two different kinds of language areas: spread zones and accre-

tion zones (Nichols 1992, 1997c, 1998). An accretion zone (termed residual

zone in previous works, but residual has an unrelated technical sense) is an
area where genetic and structural diversity of languages are high and increase
over time through immigration. Examples are the Caucasus, the Himalayas,
the Ethiopian highlands and the northern Rift Valley, California, the Pacific
Northwest of North America, Amazonia, northern Australia, and of course
New Guinea. Languages appear to move into these areas more often than they
move out of them. Kaufman (1990, p. 35) describes parts of South America as
sumps or invasion zones, areas most of whose languages have originated else-
where. This is a more precise notion than accretion zone: There are several dif-
ferent invasion zones within Amazonia, while the entirety of Amazonia can
probably be described as a single accretion zone. Accretion zones generally
contain representatives of major stocks in the vicinity as well as some lan-
guages with no outside kin. In the Caucasus, for instance, are found three in-
digenous stocks and representatives of two branches of Turkic and two
branches of Indo-European.

A spread zone is an area of low density where a single language or family
occupies a large range, and where diversity does not build up with immigration
but is reduced by language shift and language spreading. A conspicuous
spread zone is the grasslands of central Eurasia, in which, at roughly 2000-year
intervals, four different spreads have carried different language families across
the entire steppe and desert as well as into central Europe and Anatolia: Proto-
Indo-European, Iranian, Turkic, Mongolian (discussed below). Another
spread zone is central and southern Australia, in which the Pama-Nyungan
quasi-stock has undergone several spreads to cover most of the continent (e.g.
Evans & Jones 1997, McConvell 1996a,b). Another is northern Africa. An-
other is the Great Basin of the western United States, where the Numic branch
of Uto-Aztecan spread from the Sierra slopes in the southwest of the range
within the past two millennia (Bettinger & Baumhoff 1982, Lamb 1958, Mad-
sen & Rhode 1994).

The dynamic of a spread zone is much like that of a dialect area. There is a
locus or “center,” rarely at the literal center of the range and usually at an edge,
from which the language or family spreads. The locus of the various spreads on
the Eurasian steppe is at the eastern edge of the range, in Central Asia; that of
Pama-Nyungan is its northeastern corner; that of the Numic spread is in its
southwestern corner. (These spreads are discussed below.) In a spread zone
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there is a general trajectory of spread: east and north in the Great Basin, west in
the Eurasian steppe, south and west in Australia. At the periphery of a spread
zone, remnant languages may survive from previous spreads. At the western
periphery of the steppe, the Iranian language Ossetic survives from before the
spread of Turkic. Possible remnants surviving from before the Numic spread
are the languages of the pueblos to the east and the Maiduan and Washo lan-
guages of the Sierras to the north (Aikens 1994).

The fact that spreads are accompanied by extinction and that remnants sur-
vive, if at all, as isolates at the edges of spread zones, together with the general
paucity of high-level branching structure in language families in accretion
zones, explains why there are so few good candidates for quasi-stocks and so
few genetic groupings of great age. Regular processes of extinction have
turned the majority of stocks into isolates.

Hill (1996) proposes an anthropological dialectology that explains the dif-
ferent linguistic distributions of accretion and spread zones, and bunched vs
extended language patterns more generally. The movement of linguistic vari-
ables of all kinds—phonemes, words, whole languages—across human popu-
lations depends on the relative dominance among speakers of two stances to-
ward that variation: localist and distributed. The localist stance hinders the
spread of variables, while the distributed stance favors them. “People with se-
cure primary claims on essential resources are more likely to favor localist
stances, while people who lack adequate primary claims and draw instead on a
diverse range of secondary or indirect claims are more likely to favor distrib-
uted stances.” Hence laissez-faire attitudes toward dialectal variation and
weak language loyalty are favored by precarious economic circumstances.

LANGUAGE MOVEMENT AND SPREAD

Family Tree Structure and Language History

Certain family tree structures result from particular historical situations. Mini-
mal branching—as in an isolate or stock-level shallow family—points to ex-
tinction of the rest of the family. Isolates and near-isolates are most common at
edges of spreads where they represent remnants: in mountain highlands, where
they are islands surrounded by languages of lowland families (e.g. Burushaski,
an isolate of the Himalayas whose lower neighbors are Iranian); at coasts and
continental peripheries (Basque; isolates Nivkh and Ainu in eastern Asia); be-
tween two spreads, where remnants can be trapped (Ket, the sole survivor of
the Yeniseian family, trapped between Uralic to the west and Tungusic to the
east); and, occasionally, as islands within spreads [Yukagir, a remnant of a
former spread over much of eastern Siberia, now whittled down to small is-
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lands in northeastern Siberia as a result of Evenki and Yakut spreads; for the
seventeenth-century range of Yukagir, see Levin & Potapov (1964, p. 5)].

Multiple branching at or near the root of a tree points to abrupt dispersal of
the protolanguage in a large spread. The Indo-European family tree had up to a
dozen major branches, all of which separated within about the first millennium
of this 6000-year-old family’s history (for the order of separation, see Taylor et
al 1995, Warnow et al 1996). The initial diversification of the Austronesian
tree may have been into three distinct Formosan branches plus Malayo-
Polynesian (Pawley & Ross 1993, p. 435), pointing to rapid dispersal.

When a language family has dispersed gradually and in a more or less con-
stant direction, its family tree assumes a distinctive, consistently left- or right-
branching shape. Right and left have no theoretical place in phylogenetic trees,
but for some families it is possible to exploit right and left and draw a tree that
neatly projects onto a map of the daughter languages in real space. The Uralic
family tree, for example, has an initial bifurcation into Finno-Ugric vs Sam-
oyedic, and the root can be positioned over the region east of the Urals where
Finno-Ugric and Samoyedic meet. Finno-Ugric bifurcates into Finnic and
Ugric, and this node is positioned over the Urals where the two branches meet.
Finnic bifurcates into Permian and others west (i.e. left) of the Urals; one or
more branches split off farther west in the vicinity of the Volga; and finally the
westernmost (leftmost) Baltic Finnic branch diversifies—into Finnish, Esto-
nian, and others—near the Baltic coast. This is a west-branching (or left-
branching) tree whose nodes and branches coincide remarkably well with the
distribution of the daughter languages in real space. The westward branching
is the result of consistent westward movement from a homeland in the vicinity
of the Urals across northern Europe. A right-branching tree is that of the east-
ern Malayo-Polynesian branch of Austronesian, which when positioned over a
map puts down daughter branches from progressively lower nodes as the sea-
faring early Austronesians moved eastward from island Southeast Asia
through Melanesia and along the Solomon Island chain to the open ocean and
thence out to Polynesia. For both the Uralic and the Austronesian trees, the dis-
tinctive aspect is the skewing, with the root of the tree close to one edge of the
range on the map. This skewing is the result of a long-standing and consistent
directionality of spread.

The projection of the root of the phylogenetic tree onto the ground in a map
is known as the center of gravity in linguistic geography. The protohomeland
of a language family is assumed to lie in the vicinity of its center of gravity
(Diebold 1960, Dyen 1956, Sapir 1949), a principle that puts the homeland
near the eastern edge of the range for Uralic, near the western edge for Aus-
tronesian, but in the center of the range for Slavic, which spread radially from
central Europe. In spread zones, this principle works reliably only for the most
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recent spread. As soon as the next spread overtakes the center of gravity of the
former spread, the apparent center of gravity shifts toward the far end of the
range. Consider the Turkic family, whose modern center of gravity is in the
western part of its range, near the middle Volga where Chuvash, the sole survi-
vor of the Bulgar branch, meets Tatar of the other branch. The homeland, how-
ever, is known from historical sources to have been at the eastern edge of the
Turkic range, near Mongolia. The Iranian family, which spread before Turkic,
has two modern centers of gravity: one in the mountains south of Central Asia
and one south of the Caucasus, both representing peripheral pile-ups and not
the actual homeland, which was in the eastern steppe. Indo-European had early
centers of gravity in central Europe, the Balkans, and western Anatolia, but
these too are pile-ups and not the homeland. The modern Indo-European cen-
ter of diversity is in the Balkan peninsula, and descendants of the earliest sur-
viving offshoot, Italo-Celtic (Taylor et al 1995), are now found at the farthest
periphery of the Indo-European range. [These examples from the Eurasian
steppe are discussed in Nichols (1997c).] Thus family trees of early disper-
sants in continuing spread zones show inverted centers of gravity.

There are three known mechanisms of language spread: language shift (see
Thomason & Kaufman 1988), demographic expansion (e.g. Bettinger &
Baumhoff 1982, Madsen & Rhode 1994), and migration (Anthony 1990).
There are probably no pure cases: Language shift is normally in response to the
presence of at least a few influential immigrants; demographic expansion in-
volves some absorption of previous population rather than extermination; and
migration leads to language shift (either to or from the immigrants’ language).
The terms language shift, demographic expansion, and migration refer to the
predominant contributor with no claim that it is exclusive. Almost all literature
on language spreads assumes, at least implicitly, either demographic expan-
sion or migration as basic mechanism, but in fact language shift is the most
conservative assumption and should be the default assumption. There is no
reason to believe that the mechanism of spread has any impact on the linguistic
geography of the spread, but it has major implications for whether we expect to
find linguistic substratum effects (which should occur with language shift but
not with demographic expansion) and what degree of (biological) genetic ad-
mixture we expect to find as a consequence of spreading.

Geographical Factors

In addition to the large spread zones associated with high latitudes and arid in-
teriors, other general tendencies of language movement can be discerned for
particular geographical environments.
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MOUNTAINS Midlatitude mountains in settled agricultural areas, in historical
and protohistorical times, exhibit a standard trajectory of language spread
whereby lowland languages spread uphill, mountaintops are islands where
remnant languages survive before being absorbed, and the mechanism of
spread is “vertical bilingualism,” whereby highland villagers know lowland
languages but not vice versa (for the Caucasus, see Wixman 1980; for Central
Asia, see Èdel’man 1980). The causal mechanism is climate: At least since the
advent of the Little Ice Age in the late middle ages (Grove 1988), highland
economies have been precarious, whereas the lowlands, with their longer
growing seasons, are prosperous and offer markets and winter employment for
the essentially transhumant male population of the highlands. Prior to the
global cooling, lowlands were dry and uplands moist and warm enough for ag-
ricultural security. When highlands are economically secure, they are loci of
linguistic spreads, upland dialects spread downhill, and highland clans or poli-
ties extend to form islands in lowland outposts (which can then grow into cen-
ters of dialect spread when economic fortunes shift). This generalization is
based on clan origin traditions and language and dialect isoglosses in the cen-
tral Caucasus (Nichols 1997b) and on evidence of highland spread of Quechua
(Stark 1985) and verticality in the prehistoric and protohistorical Andes (Stan-
ish 1992). Verticality of political economy is standardly assumed for the An-
des (for more on the “vertical archipelago” of John Murra, see Masuda et al
1985), but Stanish also finds evidence for ethnic identity, and this implies lan-
guage spread.

COASTLINE Coastally adapted cultures can spread structural pools, linguistic
areas, and even families far along coastlines. The various Austronesian lan-
guages of New Guinea are mostly coastal even after several millennia (see
maps in Wurm & Hattori 1983). The Eskimoan spread across arctic North
America to Greenland was initially entirely coastal and replaced the previous,
also coastal, Dorset culture and language (Dumond 1984, Woodbury 1984).
Austronesians and speakers of Eskimoan languages are coastally adapted peo-
ples, and accordingly they have spread along coasts rather than inland. What is
notable is the great extent of their coastal spreads. Earlier than these spreads is
the extended spread from Beringia to South America, almost entirely along the
Pacific coast, of the structural pool of languages identified by personal pro-
nouns with first person n and second person m in addition to several other fea-
tures (discussed above).

Coastal languages and language families often have discontinuous distri-
butions. Sometimes these are due to known overwater migrations, as is
the case with the various Austronesian enclaves of New Guinea. Intrusions
of other languages have probably split some of the discontinuous coastal fami-
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lies of New Guinea (shown in Foley 1986, pp. 230–31; Wurm & Hattori
1983). The Yolngu branch of Pama-Nyungan (Australia) is isolated in north-
ern Arnhem Land at some distance from the rest of the quasi-stock, whose dis-
tribution is otherwise monolithic (Blake 1988, Wurm & Hattori 1983), and the
cause of this separation remains mysterious. Finally, accretion zones in the vi-
cinity of coasts, like those of California and Oregon, contain languages that are
geographically isolated and at some distance from their sisters; examples in-
clude the coastal Athabaskan languages of northern California and southern
Oregon, distant from their relatives in Canada and Alaska. Movement of lan-
guages within accretion zones must be erratic overall and occasionally long-
distance.

FOREST The eastern forests of North America and much of pre-medieval
Europe fostered sizable spreads and relatively low language diversity, compa-
rable to that of the prairie and steppe. In seasonal and temperate climates, then,
forests seem to harbor spread zones just as grasslands do. For tropical and sub-
tropical forest the picture is less clear. High diversity is found in the Amazon
basin, New Guinea, and central America, but much lower diversity is found in
Africa, Southeast Asia, and eastern Australia. Perhaps the lower diversities
were associated with more sedentary societies and higher population.

Economic and Political Factors

As noted above, complex societies, and especially states and empires, favor
spreads and produce considerable linguistic extinction. There is a recurrent
opinion in the literature that in small societies with small populations, diffu-
sion and other influence occur easily, even to the extent that convergence can
obscure family boundaries. Austerlitz (1991) notes—chiefly with reference to
the Eurasian arctic and subarctic—that the combination of small population,
short average lifespan, and frequent slavery and exogamy would entail a great
deal of systematic multilingualism and allow for rapid vocabulary transfer.
Hill (1996), citing Miller (1970), mentions that in small desert populations
with shifting group membership, children would have lacked stable peer
groups of age mates, the principal forum in which the individual speaker’s dia-
lect identity crystallizes. Sorensen (1985) notes the effect of linguistic and
tribal exogamy in the upper Amazon. Heath (1978) and Ross (1996) present
detailed case studies of the consequences of systematic bilingualism or multi-
lingualism in Australia and New Guinea, respectively. In Australia, the conse-
quence is a great deal of diffusion, which brings about a rough convergence
piece by piece. In New Guinea, the sociolinguistic situation is different; an in-
terethnic language influences an ethnic-specific language in vocabulary and
grammar, and this gives rise to profound convergence. Hinton (1991), citing
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Florence Shipek, describes systematic intertribal marriage in southern Califor-
nia with consequent substratal effect and language shift.

Does the initial spread of agriculture or herding result in the spread of the
language of first farmers or pastoralists? Geneticists often maintain that it
does and that the spread is demographic (Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza 1984,
Cavalli-Sforza et al 1994). In some cases, this may have occurred. The spread
of Austronesian is widely associated with the spread of rice agriculture
(Pawley & Ross 1993, pp. 442–43). However, in Mesopotamia, western
Eurasia generally, and eastern North America, there is no evidence for associ-
ating any extant stock or quasi-stock with the spread of agriculture. In
Mesoamerica, the likely candidate for original agriculturalists is the Mixe-
Zoque stock, notable for its lack of spread (Hill 1996, Justeson & Kaufman
1993).

LINGUISTIC POPULATION HISTORIES FROM SELECTED
CONTINENTS

This section is a brief survey of four continents to show how a consistent stock-
based genetic classification affects statements of language distribution and
language density, and how spread zones have affected language distributions.
Major language spreads that have often been seen as demographic expansions
or biological diffusions prove to be very ordinary cases of language shift in
long-standing spread zones.

Africa

Languages of Africa are conventionally divided into four groupings, from
south to north: click languages, Niger-Kordofanian, Nilo-Saharan, and Afro-
asiatic [Bender (1989), Heine et al (1981), all with maps]. (In addition, on
Madagascar there is Malagasy, a Western Malayo-Polynesian language with
close kin in Borneo.) These four are not comparable and are not all genetic
groups. The click languages include the Khoisan family in southern Africa and
two or three isolates—Hadza and Sandawe in Kenya, possibly Kwadi in the
southwest—and constitute a structural pool. Niger-Kordofanian is a quasi-
stock, defined by the gender prefixes described above, and consists of the out-
lier Kordofanian family in the eastern Sahara and several west African stocks.
The center of gravity for the entire quasi-stock is in west Africa, and that of the
widespread Bantu family and its superordinates is in the northwest of its range
(for Bantu, the vicinity of Cameroon). Three separate spreads have carried the
Kordofanian outlier to the northeast, the Adamawa branch eastward in the
north of the Congo basin, and the Bantu family east and south to cover most of
the southern half of Africa. Thus, the distribution and prehistory of Niger-
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Kordofanian suggest a long-standing epicenter of spread in west Africa, with
spreads through the forest and well to the south that have obliterated any pre-
vious languages other than Khoisan in the far south. The Bantu spread is asso-
ciated with the spread of the Iron Age in the east (Bouquiaux 1980), which may
explain its far southern reach, but otherwise it is an unexceptional instantiation
of the standing eastward language trajectory through spread-producing geog-
raphy (interior forest and grassland). Its mechanism was neither migration nor
expansion (Shaw et al 1993) but language shift, absorbing the results of pre-
vious spreads.

The eastern highlands of Ethiopia and Kenya and the central and northern
Rift Valley are an accretion zone into which the eastern Bantu frontier has ad-
vanced and where isolate click languages, several Afroasiatic stocks, and sev-
eral Nilo-Saharan stocks are found. Bender (1983) has found two other Ethio-
pian languages that may well be isolates. Nilo-Saharan is probably not a ge-
netic grouping and not even a structural pool but is simply a residual grouping.
A core set of its stocks identified by Bender (1983)—Nilotic, Nubian, Central
Sudanic, Kunama-Ilit, Koman-Gumuz, and Kadugli—may constitute a struc-
tural pool or even a quasi-stock. The other Nilo-Saharan groups are probably
unrelated families and isolates found across the Sahel and central to eastern
Sahara.

The Afroasiatic quasi-stock (Diakonoff 1988, Greenberg 1963, Heine et al
1981, Newman 1980) stretches across north Africa and the Near East and into
Ethiopia and Somalia. The center of gravity of Afroasiatic is in the vicinity of
the Ethiopian highlands (see Blench 1993), but because the highlands are an
accretion zone, the Sahara is a continuing spread zone, and Afroasiatic is an-
cient and an early dispersant, it can be assumed that Afroasiatic exhibits a
center-of-gravity inversion with a peripheral pile-up in Ethiopia. An origin on
the central to western Sahara is most likely on geographical grounds. The
northwestern Sahara is where domestication of cattle and sheep is first attested
(Clutton-Brock 1993; see also Phillipson 1993), and this is a logical Afroasi-
atic homeland.

In sum, Africa may have as many as 30 stocks and as few as 17 combined
stocks and quasi-stocks. Spreads mostly from west to east have peripheralized
most of the genetic and structural diversity in the eastern highlands and near
the Rift Valley.

Western Eurasia

Most of this half-continent has been linguistically populated by successive
rapid westward spreads originating in the steppe to the east and occurring at
roughly 2000-year intervals: in reverse chronological order, Mongolian,
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Turkic, Iranian, Indo-European (Nichols 1992, 1997c, 1988; for Indo-
European, see also Anthony 1991, 1995; Mallory 1989). The northern forests
in the same time frame have undergone only one spread, that of Uralic (bring-
ing Estonian, Finnish, Saami, and others to northeastern Europe). The spreads
mostly involved language shift, and each spread on the steppe absorbed the
previous steppe languages, leaving remnants variously in central Europe, the
Caucasus, and the Central Asian mountains. The Caucasus is an accretion zone
with three unrelated indigenous stocks, of which Northeast Caucasian and
Kartvelian have at least some structural affinities with ancient Mesopotamia
and southwestern Asia, while Northwest Caucasian is radically unlike any
other Eurasian stock in most respects. In far western Europe, Basque is an iso-
late, though with such southwest Asian affinities of structure that it could plau-
sibly be a barely pre-Indo-European immigrant from the steppe. It is possible
that no language presently found in or near Europe continues a pre-Neolithic
indigene or a language of first agriculturalists.

Australia–New Guinea

The entire Australia–New Guinea landmass including the large Melanesian is-
lands had been settled by about 40,000 BP and perhaps much earlier (Roberts &
Jones 1994, White 1996). Colonization was by coastally adapted seafarers
from insular southeast Asia and is believed to have been intentional and re-
peated. Overseas colonization has continued, and the most recent episodes are
various coastal settlements of Austronesian-speaking peoples which have oc-
curred at various times in the past four millennia (Pawley & Ross 1993,
Spriggs 1995).

The entire south and east of modern Australia is a vast spread zone covered
recently by languages of the Pama-Nyungan quasi-stock (Dixon 1980). Pama-
Nyungan originated in the northeast of its range and spread by a combination
of language shift and migration perhaps within the past six millennia (Evans &
Jones 1997, McConvell 1996a,b). Northeastern Australia (southern Cape
York), the likely Pama-Nyungan homeland, is a long-standing center of tech-
nological innovation (Morwood & Hobbs 1995), an area of deep divergence
within Pama-Nyungan, and close to the Tangkic family, which represents a
likely first sister to Pama-Nyungan (Evans 1995). The languages spoken by
the first settlers of southern Australia have probably not survived, as these ar-
eas have been overrun probably more than once by spreads like that of Pama-
Nyungan. The spread of Pama-Nyungan from the northeast through the drier
regions does not explain why tropical Cape York and the forested eastern
coastal strip are entirely Pama-Nyungan-speaking. On geographical grounds,
genetic diversity should thrive in these areas. The lack of diversity suggests a
dense and sedentary population.
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The wetter and coastal north and northwest of Australia form an accretion
zone in which a dozen or more stocks are found. These languages form a struc-
tural pool with those of coastal and especially northern New Guinea, which
suggests an origin in relatively recent colonizations (Nichols 1997a). Hence it
cannot be assumed that this area contains descendants of the earliest coloniz-
ers, though it contains the earliest archeological sites. Pama-Nyungan forms a
structural pool with the languages of southeastern and highland New Guinea
(for the New Guinea side, see Ross 1995), and on geographical and other evi-
dence this pool is older than the coastal one. The distinction between coastal
and interior strata goes back, on geographical grounds, to before the end of gla-
ciation (Nichols 1997a).

Diffusion, multilingualism, convergence, and continent-wide areality oc-
cur on an unprecedented scale in Australia (e.g. Dixon 1980, Heath 1978). The
degree of convergence even suggests genetic relatedness between Pama-
Nyungan and some or all of the northern groups, at least to some investigators
(Blake 1988, Dixon 1980, Evans 1988). Dixon offers potentially valid genetic
markers in noun and verb paradigms, but their evidentiary value will depend
on their distribution as a set among the various stocks and families. Sorting out
convergence and inheritance at great time depths will require bottom-up re-
construction within genetic groupings.

The non-Austronesian languages of New Guinea and Melanesia present the
greatest genetic density on earth, falling into perhaps 80 families and isolates
(Foley 1986; M Donohue, unpublished surveys), the majority of which are
likely to be independent stocks. Most of this diversity falls in the coastal stra-
tum that disproportionately reflects the contributions of recent colonizations,
and the Austronesian languages at least of the New Guinea mainland are fairly
typical representatives of this stratum. Bilingualism in small communities has
produced some cases of extreme convergence (Ross 1996), and continent-
wide prevalence of certain structural features such as SOV word order (Foley
1986) also suggests convergence and certainly indicates contact-based
change.

Thus in Australia–New Guinea, coastal languages have mingled and gener-
ally stayed near the coast, whereas interior language families have been deci-
mated by spreads.

The Americas

There are about 150 separate stocks in the New World (Campbell & Mithun
1979; Goddard 1997; Kaufman 1990; Suárez 1974, 1983). Two well-
described probable quasi-stocks [Hokan (Kaufman 1988), a grouping of up to
a dozen stocks of California and Mexico; and Penutian, half a dozen stocks of
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California and the Oregon plateau, and perhaps others] and a few other possi-
ble quasi-stocks reduce this diversity only slightly. The North American diver-
sity is disproportionately clustered near the west coast, with several large east-
ward spreads extending from the coastal or intermontane west (Jacobsen
1989). The South American diversity is concentrated in the Amazon basin.

The most recent and most clearly traceable of the North American interior
spreads is that of the Numic branch of Uto-Aztecan, which has spread from the
Sierra foothills in the southwestern part of the Numic range to cover most of
the Great Basin within the past two millennia. The anthropological literature
generally assumes the spread to have been demographic expansion (Bettinger
& Baumhoff 1982, Madsen & Rhode 1994), but the ecological context of the
foothills-desert interface and the presumable sociolinguistics of such an inter-
face indicate language shift (Hill 1996).

For the other two large spreads, the epicenters are also in the west, but their
latitudes are uncertain. The Na-Dene stock consists of coastal Eyak and Tlingit
in southern Alaska and northern British Columbia, and the widespread but
young Athabaskan language family which stretches across interior Alaska and
northern Canada and has coastal outliers in Oregon and northern California as
well as a sizable interior outlier in Navajo and Apache of the southwestern
United States. The center of gravity is on the southern Alaska coast where
Tlingit, Eyak, and Alaska Athabaskan meet. Leer (1991) and Kari (1996) pro-
posed a more southern origin, and Leer has presented evidence that unknown,
now extinct coastal languages to the north were absorbed by the later Na-Dene
spread. Ever since Sapir (1949), Na-Dene—the northernmost stock save
Eskimo-Aleut—has been interpreted as the next-to-last entrant to the Ameri-
cas, but on the evidence of linguistic geography, Na-Dene is not the latest pre-
Eskimo entrant but merely the most recent subarctic spread. In any event, a
shallow family like Athabaskan with a wide range in a spread zone can be as-
sumed to have replaced earlier languages.

A still earlier spread is that of the Algic stock, represented by Yurok and
Wiyot of the northern California coast (which are either independent Algic
branches or a very deep branch) and the far-flung Algonquian family stretch-
ing from the western plains (e.g. Blackfoot) to the Atlantic coast (Micmac,
Delaware). The center of gravity of Algonquian is in its western range (God-
dard 1994), and that of Algic farther west. The Oregon-Washington plateau is
a possible locus of spread, or at least a point from which Yurok and Wiyot
could have moved coastward. On geographical grounds, Algic is near the Nu-
mic periphery on three sides (east, north, west) and could be the remnant of a
pre-Numic spread in the Great Basin.

Whistler (1977) shows that the Penutian language families of California en-
tered individually from the vicinity of the Oregon plateau and spread south-
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ward. The California and Oregon coastal Athabaskan languages have spread
well to the south of any plausible homeland. These reconstructable histories
suggest that language movement along the coast is erratic but southward over-
all, while the interior spreads move east and north. There is no geographical
stratification that can identify the latest surviving pre-Eskimoan entrant,
though it is likely to be coastal. If Proto-Athabaskan, dispersing only 2000
years ago, has daughters as far south as northern California and the Mexican
border, there is no reason to assume that the necessarily much earlier pre-
Eskimo entrant has remained in the north. The Pacific Rim structural pool is
the result of a recent colonization episode, and its continuity essentially all
around the Pacific indicates rapid spread.

CONCLUSION

Languages can move rather rapidly over human populations, and in most cases
for which we have evidence, modern languages are spoken at some distance
from where their ancestors originated. The combination of extinction in spread
zones and convergence in accretion zones means that simple phylogenetic de-
scent is insufficient for tracing the origin and dispersal of the world’s lan-
guages and peoples. A natural task for joint linguistic-archeological investiga-
tion is tracing ancient spread zones, trajectories of movement, and densities of
languages and human populations, as these have shaped modern ethnic distri-
butions.
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